When it seems the Internet isn't running as fast as it should, you might want to look into running a
speed test. However, what you do before you run that speed test can have a huge impact on obtaining
accurate results. Not to mention, it might uncover the reason for the slowdown in the first place.
To properly conduct a speed test:
•

Make sure you've deactivated or removed any other devices from your connection. For
example, if you have a wireless network, make sure all phones, laptops, and gaming devices are
off or disconnected from the network. Frequently these devices automatically connect as soon
as they are powered up.

•

Ensure that the device you're using for the speed test is wired to your router (i.e., it is not
connected wirelessly).

•

Make sure you've stopped all downloads, updates, and web-based software. You can resume
these applications as soon as the test is finished. Keep in mind that many email and chat
programs will continually "push" data out, so make sure these programs are closed as well.

•

Always verify your computer isn't connected to a Virtual Private Network (VPN). Some antivirus
software comes with a VPN connection as part of the protection; please confirm you have
disabled the VPN before running your speed test. When you run a speed test over any VPN, you
measure the speed of the VPN connection, not the speed of the connection at your home.
Often, VPNs slow the speed of your connection as your data is encrypted and then sent through
a different route than if you were not using a VPN. Additionally, the selected VPN server's
location will be the speed test server's location when you initiate a test. For instance, if you are
physically in Washington, IL but your VPN server is in New York, the speed test will default to
running a test to a New York server, because that is the location where your device is
connected.

Once you've gone through the checklist above, please proceed to https://www.mtco.com/speedtest/

